SOWBUGS AND PILLBUGS

Host Plants and Description
Sowbugs and pillbugs are not usually troublesome in the garden. For the most part, they are
beneficial creatures, decomposing organic matter into nutrients that plants can use.
Sometimes, however, they can damage vegetables and fruits that touch the ground, such as
squash, pumpkins or strawberries, or young seedlings that are trying to unfold in cool damp
weather.

Plant Damage and Symptoms
These soil-dwelling creatures cannot fly and stay close to ground level, feeding on the tender
roots and stems of seedlings, and climbing up onto fruits and vegetables where they touch the
ground. They are much more prevalent in wet weather.
Sowbugs and pillbugs are crustaceans, not insects, and they look very much alike. Both are
grayish in color and have segmented, rounded bodies. They gather under rocks, boards,
mulch, clods of dirt, or anything that gives them cover. A pillbug will roll up into a ball when it
feels threatened.

Controls
Water plants early in the day so that plants can dry before evening. Use coarse bark mulches
that allow water through and dry out quickly on the surface. Grow vegetable vines on trellises if
possible, to keep the fruits off the ground, and if this is not possible, try elevating them slightly
on a brick or a piece of wood. Remove faded leaves and practice good sanitation in the garden.
Grow strawberries in raised beds or planters where they can be allowed to tumble over the side
and stay off the ground, or prop them up as they ripen with stem supports. Start seedlings
inside in peat pots or Jiffy 7’s and transplant them to the garden when they are at a less
susceptible stage. Sprinkling diatomaceous earth around the young plants is also effective,
although it must be reapplied if rains wash it away.

